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What is CONTENT MARKETING?

“Content marketing is a marketing technique of creating and
distributing relevant and valuable content to attract, acquire, and
engage a clearly defined and understood target audience ... with the
objective of driving profitable customer action.”
The purpose of content marketing is to attract and retain customers by
consistently creating and curating relevant and valuable content with the
intention of changing or enhancing consumer behaviour. It is an ongoing
process that is best integrated into your overall strategy and it focuses on
your company owning media not renting it.
The essence of a good content strategy is the belief that if you deliver
consistent, ongoing valuable information to prospects and customers, they
ultimately reward you with their business and loyalty.
It is not new ... probably the most famous content marketing program was
started by John Deere in 1908. They delivered a publication to farmers
about how to handle their finances. The publication was called the Furrow ...
and it continues to this day with a circulation of over 2 million.

Why Content Marketing?
Here’s why Content Marketing Programs are needed:
Once customers/family caregivers are confronted with a chronic disease, illness
or episode they fall into a void. They still need medical assistance, personal care,
drug prescriptions, but they can’t line up for these services so their spouses and
time-starved children are left scrambling for the information to get them through
the crisis and back to normal.
Seniors and their family caregivers can no longer wait for slow-moving provincial
ministries of health to act. Rather than wait, your company should be stepping
into the breach. Private sector innovation will lead to more, and better, public
home care services.

Solving Challenges
What challenges need to be solved:
Home Modification / Living Independently / Aging in Place
-	Family Caregiving - Finances to Stress, Assistive Devices to Fitness,
Information and Navigation, etc.
Transitioning from Hospital to Home
And many others

bathing
a fa m i ly g u i d e t o b at h i n g , h y g i e n e a n d b at h s a f e t y
fall prevention tips
home modification tips
how to clean a toilet
accessible bathroom design
the attack of the shower chair
role of the occupational
therapist in home modification

Home Modification
According to CHBA, 75% of renovators have received requests for “aging-inplace” projects. The demand for modifying your home for independent living
is growing rapidly and many are planning for the future but have not made
the decision yet to modify. 40% of family caregivers and older adults will
modify their homes creating a market with an estimated value of $20 Billion.
Yet no major corporation has stepped up to “own the market.”

Going Home - Transitioning from Hospital to Home
Two regional editions are now a matter of record - Toronto Metro
and South Eastern Ontario.
Transitioning patients is problematic for all healthcare constituencies and
Going Home has provided all of them with an information package that
contains all relevant information at a time when the patient and family
caregiver most require it.

The Family Caregiver Newsmagazine
Since 2004, TFCN has been reaching out through over 2,000 health and home
care organizations, individuals and corporations, reaching over 1,000,000 readers
and thereby fulfilling the editorial mission of helping family caregivers carry
out their responsibilities more effectively and with less stress by bringing them
valuable information, news of useful products and services and a healthy dose of
inspiration.
Our proposal today is to ask for you to be a content marketing home care partner
in all of the above publications, websites, social media, blogs, and seminars/
conferences.

